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TOUCHE

For growers that rely on high fruit quality through harsh summer

conditions, Touché is a uniform, high yield potential beefsteak tomato

featuring Powdery Mildew resistance

Touché is higher yielding than Torero and is known for its high quality fruit

retention early in the season and can be grown grafted or non-grafted in high

tech glasshouses

Features

Developed in Ontario

Grown grafted or non-grafted

Better responses under glass vs plastic

Improved quality under harsh summer conditions

Advantages

Fewer issues of fruit fall under low light levels

Labor friendly

Disease Resistance

HR

IR

ToMV:0-2/Pf:A-E/Fol:1,2/For/Va:1/Vd:1

On
Disease Resistance Key

Fol = Fusarium wilt

For = Fusarium crown and root rot

On = Powdery mildew

ToMV = Tomato mosaic

Va = Verticillium wilt

Vd = Verticillium wilt

Country

Canada

Region

All

Growing Environment

High-Tech Glasshouse

Market

All
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Characteristics

SIZE Large

EXTERNAL COLOR Red

SHAPE Round-Ribbed

AVERAGE WEIGHT 270 grams

HARVEST METHOD Loose

JOINTLESS No

PLANT TYPE Indeterminate

VIGOR High

HR = High Resistance. IR = Intermediate Resistance. To find out more about disease resistance and the

applicable levels of disease resistance, https://www.worldseed.org/wp-

content/uploads/2017/05/Definition_on_reaction_plants_to_pests_2017_final.pdf.

Performance may vary from location to location and from year to year, as local growing, soil and climatic

conditions may vary. Growers should evaluate data from multiple locations and years whenever possible and

should consider the impacts of these conditions on the grower’s operation. Any recommendations provided on

this webpage are based upon observations and feedback received from a limited number of trials and

geographies. These recommendations should be considered as one reference point and should not be

substituted for the professional opinion of agronomists, entomologists or other relevant experts evaluating

specific conditions. De Ruiter® is a registered trademark of Bayer Group. All other trademarks displayed on this

site are either registered or unregistered trademarks of Bayer Group, one of its related affiliates or others and

used by permission. © 2004 – 2023 Bayer Group. All rights reserved.
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